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Lntroduction. Aubrites (enstatite achondrites) are breccias consisting of FeO-free 
enstatite and a host of unusual, highly-reduced phases [I]. Among these phases, oldhamite (CaS) 
has garnered special attention, since it is the major REE camer in aubrites [2], has a variety of 
REE patterns comparable to those in unequilibrated enstatite chondrites [3], and has an 
extraordinarily high melting point as  a pure substance (2525°C). These latter two facts have 
caused some authors [3,4] to assert that much of the aubritic oldhamite is an unmelted nebular 
relict, rather than of igneous origin. However, strong textural evidence of an igneous origin 
exists for at least some aubritic oldhamite [2]. Despite this intense interest in oldhamite, few 
experimental studies have been conducted on oldhamite crystallization or REE partitioning [4,5]. 
We have previously reported results of experiments using a eucritic bulk composition [6] and 
early experiments using an aubritic composition [7], but which produced Ca-poor oldhamite. 
Here we report results for Ca-rich oldhamite that crystallized from an aubritic composition and 
discuss the implications for the genesis of aubritic oldhamite. 

Experimental Method. We have conducted REE partitioning experiments between 
oldhamite and silicate melt using an aubritic bulk composition [7] at 1200 and 1300°C for 2 days 
and subsolidus annealing experiments at 800°C for 9 days. Calculated oxygen fugacities based 
on phase compositions are comparable to natural aubrites. 

Petrography. All experiments produced crystalline oldhamite (as confirmed by XRD 
analysis; M. Zolensky, pers. comm., 1995), glass and Fe metal. The 1200°C experiments usually 
contained enstatite, S i 0 2  and troilite. The 1300°C experiments largely lacked crystallized 
silicates. Opaque textures are complex, but oldhamite and troilite commonly occur together with 
a rounded boundary, suggesting the presence of immiscible Fe-rich and Ca,Mg-rich sulfide 
liquids, as reported by [5]. 

REE Partitioning. Our experiments allow US to examine how REE DCaSIsilicate melt varies 
with a number of parameters, including oldhamite composition, temperature, oxygen fugacity, 
and subsolidus annealing. Oldhamite Composition. Among these possible influences, oldhamite 
composition appears to be the strongest control. Partition coefficients of Nd, Sm, Gd and Yb are 
highly dependent on oldhamite composition. La, Ce and Eu show relatively small compositional 
dependences, particularly in the absolute value of the partition coefficient. This can be seen in 
Fig. 1 by comparing the 1200°C high- and low-Ca partition coefficients, which differ 
significantly. This compositional dependence tends to be minimal at oldhamite compositions 
above -85% CaS. Temperature. REE partitioning also appears to be strongly temperature 
dependent, increasing with decreasing temperature. Fig. 1 illustrates this effect by comparing the 
1200 and 1300°C partition coefficient patterns for Ca-poor oldhamite. Oxygen Fugacity. 
Partition coefficients appear independent of oxygen fugacity over the narrow range of f02 
investigated in this work. Subsolidus Annealing. Subsolidus annealing experiments exhibit DE, 
uniformly elevated over the 1200°C experiments and DGd that scatter around the 1200°C data. 
The most marked enrichments are in oldhamites associated with troilite. 

An important feature of our set of experiments is the general magnitude of the partition 
coefficients. Inferred oldhamitdsilicate Ds in natural systems should be -100-1000 [ 2 ] ,  based on 
ion microprobe data of Norton County oldhamite and comparison with the bulk REE inventory. 
Our experiments, regardless of oldhamite composition, time or temperature, all yield REE 
partition coefficients < 20 and the vast majority are < 5. Actually, four data sets [4-71 using a 
variety of starting compositions and techniques all yield partition coefficients < 25 and most are 
< 5. Thus, we conclude that experimental partition coefficients, regardless of starting 
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